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As one of the most widely used parallel file systems, Lustre plays an important role in High Performance Computing (HPC). In this 
paper, an infiniband-based Lustre parallel file system is built firstly. And then a series of experiments are executed to evaluate the 
performance of luster with infiniaband. Some parameters have great influence on the result, such as size record, client count, stripe 
count and stripe size. Experimental results indicate that the higher is the speed of network the higher aggregation bandwidth luster 
could provide. Moreover, Client count and stripe count have more impact on the performance of luster than the record size and 
stripe size. Appropriate record size and stripe size could improve the performance a little, but not significantly. 
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1.Introduction 
In recent years, many of the scientific applications are data-intensive, such as those in climate modeling, fusion, 
fluid dynamics, and biology. These applications are always running on contemporary high performance clusters. And 
almost all of them require high throughput to minimize the portion of time spent in I/O, and achieve good scalability on 
systems. Parallel file system is the best solution to cut down the bottleneck of I/O. Currently, there are several 
proprietary parallel file systems, such as PVFS, XFS, PFS, Lustre and so on. 
Lustre file system redefines high performance, scaling to ten thousands of nodes and petabytes of storage with 
groundbreaking I/O and metadata throughput [1]. Lustre is best known for powering seven of the ten largest high-
performance computing (HPC) clusters in the world with tens of thousands of client systems, petabytes (PBs) of storage 
and hundreds of gigabytes per second (GB/sec) of I/O throughput [2]. Lustre has many advantages, such as unparalleled 
scalability, reliability, proven performance, decreased cost and open technology and so on. 
However, network techology impacts the performance of Lustre directly. High-end interconnect technologies have 
been used to bridge the gap between CPU/memory speed and I/O speed in storage and file system [3]. Currently, Lustre 
is available over several different interconnects, such as Gigabit Ethernet, Infiniband, Quadrics and so on. As a new 
typical high speed interconnects, InfiniBand is a pervasive, low-latency, high-bandwidth representative which requires 
low processing overhead and is ideal to carry multiple traffic types, such as clustering, communications, storage, and 
management, over a single connection [4]. With the support of infiniband, it’s possible to build systems of 
unprecedented power by coupling HPC platform with efficient parallel file system Lustre. Therefore, in this paper an 
infiniband-based Lustre parallel file system is constructed. And a series of experiments are executed to evaluate the 
performance of luster with infiniaband. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of work related to Lustre parallel file 
system and some evaluations. Section 3 describes the working mechanisms of Lustre and infiniband. The experimental 
testbed is introduced in section 4. Experimental processes, results and the specific analysis are introduced in detail in 
section 5. Finally, section 6 draws the conclusions and some future directions. 
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2.Related work 
Compared with other parallel file systems, Lustre has many specific advantages, such as optimizations of read/writer 
operation of large file, independent data storing, global data sharing, fast recovery when services and network are 
inactivation, distributed lock management based on intent, fast deployment,  more intelligent and so on. Moreover, 
Lustre has been deployed on many supercomputers, such as Jaguar at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Thunderbird at 
Sandia National Laboratory, Tera-10 at CEA in Europe, and TSUBAME at Tokyo Tech in Japan [5]. 
Many studies related to Lustre have been proposed to improve the I/O performance, through discussing the key 
factores and detailing various use of Lustre. For instance, a comparision of the performance of Object-Based Storage 
(OBS) and Network file system (NFS) was studied by Nie Gang [6]. Lustre is chose as the typical file system of OBS. 
Shunpo Zhou introduced the features, management and use of Lustre. The test results and some notices in this paper 
were useful to us [7]. Dong Yong built an infiniband-based Lustre file system through IP emulation over Infiniband 
(IPOIB), and described the performance test result which was compared with Lustre on 1000-based Ethernet. From the 
comparison results, it could be found that the infiniband network could improve the I/O performance greatly [8]. 
Weikuan Yu performed an evaluation over two of the leading high speed cluster interconnects, infiniband and Quadrics. 
Experimental results showed that direct implementation of Lustre over both interconnects was able to improve its 
performance, compared to the IPOIB [3]. There are few literatures about Lustre parallel file system based on infiniband, 
only some papers refer to infiniband by means of IPOIB.  
An efficient and stabilized Lustre parallel file system which is deployed directly with infiniband rather than IPOIB 
is realized in this paper. The deployment procedure, experimental results and analysis are also presented. 
3.The working mechanism 
Lustre parallel file system consists of Metadata Server (MDS), Object Storage Target (OST) and Client. These three 
components can work either on a node or on serveral nodes. But the performance of a distributed deployment is the 
better. 
In Lustre, MDS manages the name space and user permission, maintains the directory structure, and keeps the data 
consistency and so on. Depending on the qualities of MDS described above, some operations, such as creating, deleting 
and modifying files or directories, can be controlled regularly by Lustre file system. The responsibility of OST is storing 
the actual data, and handling all the interacting between clients and the physical storage. When a read request is 
sponsored by the client, it gets the ID of the OSTs which store the data, and establish a connection with the 
corresponding OST. After the establishment of the connection, subsequent file I/O operations are done directly between 
clients and OSTs whilst have nothing to do with MDS. By decoupling meta-data operations from I/O operations, data 
I/O can be carried out in a parallel fashion, which allows greater aggregated bandwidth. In order to improve the 
reliability, Lustre provides failover MDS and OSS, which are quiescent but can provide complete services nomally just 
in case the primary server fails. Usually the failover feature is used with some linux-HA (High-Availability Software for 
Linux) softwares, such as heartbeat. 
4.Experimental testbed 
In this section, the experimental testbed used for the performance evaluation of Lustre over Infiniband are described 
detailedly. In order to improve the performance, a distributed deployment is used. There are two configurations that 
have been used. The first includes one MDS and three OSSs as well as one client. The other includes one MDS, two 
OSSs and two clients. Moreover, there are all three OSTs on each OSS. And all servers and clients are connected with 
high speed interconnection, infiniband. 
TABLE I.  SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 
Lustre  Version Lustre  1.8.3 
Operation System Redhat Enterprise Linux 5.4 
Infiniband Driver OFED 1.5.1 
Testing Tool Iozone 3_347 
The software configuration is listed in table 1. It is worth to be mentioned that the version of Lustre, operation 
system and infiniband driver must be strictly matching. Moreover, the kernel of the operation system is needed to be 
patched, whilst the installation rpm packages of Lustre and infiniband driver are both needed to be recompiled. The 
matching version of Lustre, operation system and infiniband driver could be found on the official website of Lustre. 
Through the deployment experiment, the software used in our experiments is matched. 
Fig.1 shows the topology of the first configuration. Fig.2 is the topological graph of the second configuration. The 
software and hardware deployment are both the same. The difference between two experiments is only the structure.  
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Figure 1.  The topology of the first experiment 
 
Figure 2.  The topology of the second experiment 
Except for the topology, hardware and software, there are still some other configurations of Lustre, including auto-
mount, Lustre network option and default kernel, needed to be finished before the application of Lustre. The 
configuring details are not described elaborately in this paper. 
5.Performance evaluation 
In this section, the experiments and results analysis are described in detail. A set of evaluations of I/O performance 
of read and write bandwith are provided. First of all, ext3 file system is used to measure the write/read performance of 
the back-end storage devices, which are configurated as OST. Then a tool is used to measure the transaction rates of 
Infiniband interconnection without network load. Finally, a popular I/O benchmark suite, Iozone [9], is used to measure 
the write and read bandwidth of Lustre file system. The tests are spreaded out based on different factors which have 
various degrees of influence on Lustre. The factors include single client, multi clients, different stripe count, different 
record size and different stripe size.  
Iozone is a benchmark test tool of various kinds of file system. With the support of iozone, various kinds of 
operation on files can be executed, such as writing, rewriting, reading, rereading and so on. Iozone has been ported to 
multi kinds of machines, and can be executed on various kinds of operation systems. The most common tests are 
reading and writing tests. Besides, in order to exclude the influence of cache policy and ensure the accuracy, the size of 
the test file must be 2 times larger than the servers’ physical memory. 
5.1.Local File System Test 
The underlying file system of Lustre is Ldiskfs, whose performance is equivalent to ext3 file system. So ext3 file 
system is firstly built on each disk as OST in Lustre parallel file system. The test of ext3 file system can be used to 
evaluate the performance of Lustre of the storage device of OST. Iozone is used in this testing. The memory of each 
OSS is 8G, and the size of the test file is 16G. The test results are listed in table 2 as following. 
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TABLE II.  PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL FILE SYSTEM 
 Range(Kbyte/sec) Average(Kbyte/sec) 
Write 69,296~70,098 69,650 
Read 56,706~56,727 56,720 
5.2.Network Bandwith 
On each node of Lustre file system, a special test tool “ib_send_bw” for infiniband is used to test the network 
bandwidth. The peak achievable network bandwidth for these nodes is 902.5 Mbyte/Sec. It is ten times higher than the 
read/write bandwidth of the disks which are configurated as OST. And the number of OSTs that mounted on one node 













Figure 3.  Performance of single client with different record 
A set of tests are firstly executed on one client to find out the influence of record size. To evaluate the write/read 
performance with Iozone on one client, we set that the stripe count is nine. The stripe size is 4M. And the size of the test 
file is 48G. Fig.3 shows the results of the tests. The horizontal axis is the record size, and the vertical axis is the 
read/write bandwidth. The red line shows the performance of reading test, and the blue line is the performance of 
writing test.  
From this diagram, it can be conclude that the trend of the two lines is almost the same. When the record size is 
128K, 256K and 1M, the performance is better than others. When the record size is 4k or 8k, considering most of the 
RPC packets are only contain one or two pages (PAGE_size is 4K), the I/O efficiency is much low. Therefore, the 
record sizes of all tests later are chosen based on Fig.3. 
5.4.Multi clients 
As the bandwidth of infiniband network is much higher than the bandwidth of the disks, we take multi processes on 
one client to simulate multi clients. As shown in Fig.4, the best performance of reading test is 290M/sec and the best 
performance of writing test is 270M/sec. The result shows that the performance is significantly improved as the number 
of client increases. Although the performance of writing is decrease from four processes, the result is still higher than 
one process. In this test the memory of the client is 2G. Based on this condition, the performance of writing goes down 













Figure 4.  Performance of multi processes on one client 
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5.5.Stripe Count  
Here the experimental test-bed is changed. There are one MDS, six OSTs, and two clients. In this section, we not 
only test the performance of multi clients but also try to find the influence of stripe to the I/O performance. Stripe is a 
key factor of the concurrency of I/O. There are three configuration parameters of stripe. They are the stripe size, the 
stripe count and the initial number of stripe. In order to ensure the load-balance of OST and avoid the bottleneck caused 
by contention of one OST, the setting of initial number is ‘-1’. The stripe size is 4M. Multi-stripes can improve the 
performance of Lustre, but it does not mean more stripes are better.  
As shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6, when the number of clients is two and the count of stripes is six, writing bandwidth is 
283M/sec and reading bandwidth is 328M/sec. Both results are the best. Considering the limit of the back-end storage 

























































Figure 6.  Performance of reading bandwidth 
Theoretical peak1 = 902.5M/sec(bandwidth of single network card) × 2 (number of  OSS) ≈1.8G                               (1) 
However, the performance of reading is much close to theoretical peak2 (2) based on the back-end storage devices. 
Theoretical peak2 = 56.7M/sec (read bandwidth of single disk) × 2(number of OSS) × 3 (number of OST on each OSS) 
≈ 340.2M/sec.                                                                                                                                                                      (2) 
It can be seen from these two diagrams that the I/O performance of Lustre file system based on infiniband is 
marvelous. When the number of client and stripe is appropriate, the bandwidth of each OST can be aggregation greatly. 
5.6.Stripe Size 
The last experiment is about stripe size. The test is based on the results above. The number of client is two, and the 
stripe number is six. According to the test results above, the writing bandwidth has more margins. Therefore, a set of 











Figure 7.  Performance of different stripe size 
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As shown in Fig.7, when the stripe size is 4M, the writing bandwidth 283.696M/sec is the best. It can be concluded 
from the trend of this line that the stripe size has little impact on I/O performance. Although the tests with stripe size 
larger than 8M are not tested, the performance may go down when the stripe size increase as reported in [10]. Because 
increasing the stripe size with multi-stripe is a kind of wasting. There is no concurrency at all. Moreover, it is departure 
from the concurrency design of stripe. 
6.Conclusion 
An infiniband-based Lustre parallel file system is built in this paper. And a series of experiments are executed to 
find the key factors, which have more influence on the I/O performance. 
From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the higher is the speed network the wider the aggregation 
bandwidth is. In addition, the bottleneck of the infiniband-based Lustre parallel file system is the back-end storage 
devices rather than the network. Generally speaking, all storage devices are configured as OST. As long as the network 
bandwidth is sufficient, more processes or more clients will have better I/O performance. Moreover, it can also be found 
that the client count and stripe are both key factors. The elaborated combination of them can improve the I/O 
performance a lot. But it doesn’t mean that more strip count is better. Comparatively the influence of record size and 
stripe size is less significant. 
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